Panics during Washington's Times issue.

"The night show, those in charge declared, will be a two-and-a-half hour presentation of the dramatic scene at the Ritz-Carlton Cafe in Shanghai, May 25, with an estimated attendance of 1000."

In the Roman Empire, "explained Prof. J. H. Pound, head of the department of mechanical engineering at Rice, "in the hands of a master of the art, he is a kind individual, ready to demonstrate the "truth" of his work to anyone who cares to see it."

"From the ranks of the Institute, we have a whole new generation of men who are ready to take part in our work and to gain experience and knowledge," said Dr. Robert W. Gilchrist, general manager of the Institute. "They will at least think that there is "some" reality in what we do, and that their work is important."
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A view of the swimming pool in the new centrally located editor's apartment at the University of Texas. The pool is one of the main elements of the newly built women's residence hall.

**CLASS EDITIONS**

With THE announcement, in this issue of THE THRESHER, of class editions for the spring term, most 50 per cent, to be approximate and co-ed editions for the spring term, News Hallie Beth Talley and News Mildred O'Keefe.

**Features**

- Kat. Biesky, Raymond Lee
- Lois Mary Hagan
- Elizabeth Haney
- Jean Peters Louise

**In Downtown office, 107 Franklin avenue,**

**Foley Bros, traditions of quality and breathtaking value. If you knew what was in store for you, you wouldn't miss being there.**

**CLASS EDITIONS**

**DRESSES**

- $10.00 to $39.50
- Special prices

**A Shop Within A Shop**

Five Houston misses—you'll be sure to know some of these personalities. Come to see and enjoy the fascinating new modes presented in all its young versions!}

---

**Formal Opening Saturday**

"A Shop Within A Store" Shop College, Fourth Floor, Foley Iron

A brand new department tempting youth in its appointments and in the young fashions it presents.

The Shop College will be getting a dandy rush tomorrow, from the lovely young ladies. It's a terrific beauty, but we have just the sort of clothes that will go over, and go over by a huge margin, we're sure. With the spring rush on, we present has been chosen with an eye for freshness of style. I don't think traditionality and breathtaking value. If you know what was in store for you, you wouldn't miss being there for the week.

**DRESSES** $10.00 to $39.50
**COATS** $18.95 to $69.50
**SUITS** $18.95 to $49.50

---

**Pattie Reads, Hill Climbs, Raises Chicks**

Frank Allison Pattee Jr., B. A. (Vanderbilt), M. A. (Harvard), and Ph. D. (Princeton), has just poured an article in German written in collaboration with a German, for the American edition of the Thresher. The article concerns the word "geschwindigkeits," a kind of wind that is not affected by the moving objects in the wind. At the time of writing, Dr. Pattee was feeling well again, after a long illness. He is back in Houston, although he is shortly to return to his work in Germany. Frank Allison Pattee Jr. is known as professor of psychology at Rice University.

---

**Grand Young Styles**

**Dresses**

- $107
- Giglio jackets
- Bracelet sleeves
- Broad shoulders
- Capes
- Print and Plain combinations
- High shades
- Dark shades
- Pastels
- Sizes 14 to 40

**HARRIS-HAHL**

**Pilots**

**STAMP YOUR NAME**

Gibbs Stamp & Stencil Co., 211 Fannin, C 329

** trope**

**Normandy**

**Los Angeles**

**BELL SYSTEM**

**and that's what the statistician does for industry**

Definite knowledge of "where we are" and "what lies ahead!" it is vital in business as in flying. For this expert navigates, the Bell System has long relied upon statisticians. These men study present and prospective industrial, economic and social conditions in all parts of the country. They gather facts, prepare graphs, and draw conclusions that are vital to the telephone business, draw guidance from them. They study and forecast the changing requirements of the public for telephone service. They estimate the probable future demand for new services such as radio telephone to foreign lands and keep the executives advised as to current progress towards the objectives carefully and thoughtfully.

Only by planning a course scientifically can the Bell System continue to develop along sound lines.

---

**HOTEL NORMANDIE**

**Los Angeles**

**SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA NATIONAL BANK**

**Hotel Norman**

**Farmers National Bank**

**DEAN**

**Pattie**

**BELL SYSTEM**

**A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES**
It's a campus classic!

Sports Pump

A requirement in every college wardrobe as seen in the dormitories alike. This year it's a "smartie"-styled with the comfortable heel that makes shoes look as if they were Shrunk.

LEVY'S

$6.50

LEVY'S BRO. DRY GOODS CO.

SHOE SALON=MEZZANINE

"T'd hate to be called an Outdoor Girl!"

THAT usually means a girl's a total loss in a tent or a-crate, and takes up 'nature' as a last resort! But I must confess a liking for hills and forest trees—and all genuine natural things.

"I like the simple sincerity of Chesterfield's advertising. Have you noticed it? There's no exaggeration in the claims. Just everyday facts about the fine tobacco that select and the painstaking way they develop the flavor and aroma.

"I've never smoked a mild brand. All except the finest of the flavor . . . a fine, natural tobacco taste. They burn well, too. Either they're rolled more carefully or the papers' better for the greatest confidence in Chesterfield. They satisfy me!"
Disastrous Slump Causes Downfall in Cagers Percentage

Owl Practice Battle With S. P. Nine

The track of the коллектив of the American association division of the American association division, the Owls, who had a hot start in the season, was a comfortable one in the final quarter. The Owls lost 97-71 to the Panthers, who had a hot start in the season.

The Owls had a hot start in the season, with a win over the Panthers. The Owls won the match 97-71, with a win over the Panthers.

Second Time Trial For Trackmen

Coach Roy Thrasher will end his freshman and track men's trials of his transcribed weekly models of the sprint and the hurdles. The trials will be held Friday and Saturday.

The Friday events are the javelin, the shot put, and the broad jump. The Saturday events will feature the 1500, 880-yard dash, and the 100-yard dash. These events will be held at 12:00 noon, except the 1500, which will be held at 2:00 p.m.

The Saturday events will be the same as the Saturday events of the freshman men. The 1500 will be held at 2:00 p.m., the 880-yard dash at 2:30 p.m., and the 100-yard dash at 3:00 p.m.

The students who will be competing in the trials will be those who have been practicing and training for the trials. The trials will be held on the track at the school.
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Texas Sporting Goods Co. MAIN & 13TH

GET READY FOR BASEBALL!

Texas Sporting Goods Co. MAIN & 13TH

SUITES

New 700 Room Club Hotel...

Regular Trans rates $1.50 per day, up to bath with 2 baths...
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